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PREFACE
The first LID 5 Charrette marked the beginning of a broader public conversation about lidding
Interstate 5 in Seattle. After working with neighborhoods, foundations, agencies, and elected
officals for over a year, the core group of volunteers organized the Charrette with the goals of
gathering community feedback and spreading the campaign’s message. By any measure the
charrette was successful.
Over 75 people attended the event. Eight groups composed of neighborhood residents, civic
leaders, and design professions developed concepts and proposals for how freeway lids should
be designed and programmed. Many opted for public park space mixed with other land uses
such as housing, commercial space, and transportation routes for pedestrians and cyclists.
Considerations were made for the freeway’s unique positioning within the urban street grid how
surrounding land uses could complement activities on the lid(s).
This report summarizes the earliest ideas for what lidding I-5 means to the community. Future
events will reach out to even broader segments of the population and continue to develop the
community’s vision.

PROCESS
Each group was given and identical set of tools to work with, which included the following:
1. A map of the I-5 corridor from Olive Way to Madison Avenue
2. A reference packet of adjacent land uses
3. A reference packet highlighting other freeway lids in the United States
4. Technical drawings from the original I-5 construction set
5. Site photos and other reference imagery
What was not given was a program, budget, time line, or other direction on what the
results should achieve. It was left to the participants to address these issues. A base map
(30 inches wide and 72 inches long) was furnished, but was not intended to be the sole
area of focus. One group, for example, choose to study an area south of the map area and
below the Interstate.
Groups were encouraged to look at the widest possible uses for the lid(s), including
schools, mixed use development, affordable housing, and open space. An emphasis was
also placed on showing ways that a lid could connect not only the immediate corridor, but
also other bike, pedestrian, and open space networks such as the Central Waterfront and
Melrose Promenade.
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RECURRING THEMES
The following places, interventions, and/or approaches were
prominent in the work:
1. A school
2. Public safety
3. Clear way-finding and Green Streets
4. An amphitheater adjacent to the Paramount Theater
5. Prioritizing view corridors
6. A network of pedestrian and bicycle pathways
7. Joining adjacent neighborhoods
8. Equality of access and opportunity to spaces created
9. Affordable and market rate housing
10. Public art installations
11. Playfields for all ages
12. Civic buildings
13. Connectivity to and enhancement of existing or planned open
spaces such as Freeway Park and Melrose Promenade
14. Connection to and enhancement of the Washington State
Convention Center
15. Development that strengthens and complements existing
neighborhood character
16. Expanding the existing Four Pillars Park dog run
17. Maximizing the size of the lid(s)
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FORMAT OF THIS DOCUMENT
The base plans illustrated in the following pages are large and have been shown in
whole. Details are revealed in the quadrant plans (A, B, C, etc). Reference the key
plan adjacent to the base plan to the locate the quadrant plans.
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GROUP 1
Dean Koonts
Laura Bernstein
Adam Parast
Jess Blanch
Lucy Flanagan
Paul Crane
Timmy Bendis

A

E

B

F

C

G

D

H

CITY RIBBON PARK
A ‘City Ribbon Park’ centered over a lidded
I-5 forms the nucleus of this scheme. The park
comprises both hardscapes and greenscapes
in response to proximate conditions. East-towest, a reconnected street grid negates the
previous intrusion of the Interstate. The Park
is at the heart of connecting the emerging
city landmarks of Melrose Promenade and
Yesler Terrace. Another key enhancement
to the existing condition is the expanded
Plymouth Pillars Park, whose added program
includes a sculpture park.
On the south of the lid a large planted
park space is located. In this location the
existing street grid is continuous beneath
the Interstate and such a large open space
would not hamper connectivity between
Yesler Terrace/First Hill and Downtown. On
the north reconnecting the street grid is
paramount, as few connections exist. These
new and rehabilitated streets form the
ideal framework for buildings, including a
school and a space for a farmers market (to
complement Melrose Market). Adjacent to
the school, a park performs double-duty as a
playground for students during the week and
neighborhood families when school is not in
session.
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PROGRAM + USES
Kid’s spray pool
Grand fountain
Play ground and zip line
Play field for sports
Public art
Ping pong tables

A
B
C
D
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Adventure playground +
open space
Pop-up retail
School

PROGRAM + USES
Passive park with BBQ + tables
Food trucks
Seasonal market
Expanded dog park

A
B
C
D

Boccie
Integration with Washington State
Convetion Center
Stage for outdoor theatre

A
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Activate Freeway Park with food
vendors
Open air sculpture garden on Pike
Street
Strong pedestrian paths

A
B
C
D
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Expanded dog park
[Innovative] storm water infrastructure

PROGRAM + USES
[new] Dog park
Large sports fields
Commercial hot air balloon launch
Amazon and public drone testing

A
B

Multi-level [seating] stairs to music
venue performance below

C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
School [between Denny and Olive Way
over passes]

E
F
G
H
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PROGRAM + USES
PROGRAM + USES

Performing arts building next to
Paramount Theatre
Residential building at Pike and Melrose

E
F
G
H
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PROGRAM + USES

Green Street on Terry Avenue
Fill gaps at Freeway Park

E
F
G
H
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PROGRAM + USES
Residential and civic buildings
surrounding Town Hall
Residential between 6th and 7th
Avenues and Madison and Spring
Streets

E
F
G
H
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Hardscape expansion of Freeway Park
to Spring Street
Green open space from Madison to
Yesler Streets
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GROUP 2
Zhu Zhu
Sage Kitamorn
Matt Hutchins
Tobias Gruenth
Matha Cox

A

B
C

PHYSICAL AND CULTURAL UNIFICATION
Creating areas for ‘mixed engagement’ binds
together the interventions of this approach. By
creating discrete, yet accessible and inviting
zones for children and seniors, cyclists and
pedestrians, moderate and higher incomes, the
lid spaces unite the surrounding neighborhoods
physically and culturally. Such spaces must be
malleable and adaptable to the future evolution
of the city and its residents. Zones for a school,
active urban, cultural, and contemplative
spaces are provided. Play fields are deployed to
mitigate the grade changes and private housing
development provides active stewardship of
public spaces as well as generating revenue
for publicly financed development such as
affordable housing and parks.
Each pathway and roadway has its own character
and enhances new urban places such as the
amphitheater adjacent to the Paramount Theatre.
Existing streets, most notably Olive, warranted
special attention to enhance their blighted
character; while existing, planned streetscape
improvements such as the Terry Avenue Green
Street are executed with alacrity.

D
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PROGRAM + USES
Thomas Street Green
Street to Seattle Center
Schools and play fields
between Thomas and
Denny Streets

A
B
C
D
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Multi-modal bike/ped
arterial from South Lake
Union to Yesler Terrace
Completed Melrose
Promenade

PROGRAM + USES
High-density, mixed-used housing
immediately adjacent to eastern
edge of I-5
Extensive lid parks

A
B
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Amphitheater and festival green
immediately adjacent to Paramount
Theatre
Lid Freeway Park ‘holes’
Extensive lid parks

A
B
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Tall buildings along 6th Avenue
between Spring and Seneca
Extensive lid park to Yesler Way

A
B
C
D
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GROUP 3
Amy Gore
Jason Weill
Pat Byrne
Rob Valenti
David R

UNDER LID FOR THE OVER LID
Reclaiming the spaces under the lid and serving
those neighborhoods that often struggle to
have a voice in urban form making is the crux
of this effort. King, James, and Jackson Streets
form important yet historically compromised
connections between the International District
and Downtown. These reclaimed streets
complement the lid spaces above, ensuring
these communities share and contribute to the
overall vision. Their unique, ‘under belly’ location
provides an excellent location for celebrating
the area’s infrastructure, be it through didactic
displays or taking advantage of the unique
transitions from being below the lid to climbing
above it. There are multiple hill climbs from
Jackson and James up to Yesler Terrace and
beyond.
Uses on the lid are important, but enhancing the
freeway’s underside and the communities in its
shadow are essential. This is a critical concept in
promoting an equitable urban environment for
all.
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GROUP 4
Elizabeth de Regt
Roma Shah
Myra Lara
Eric Lombardo
Lucas Simmons
CE
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A

B
C

FLEXIBLE LID
Flexibility in implementing the lid – regarding
scope, schedule, and budget – informs this
approach. Flexibility in uses is a driver as well,
be they mixed income housing, community
gardens, and preserving view corridors. By taking
a phased approach, the lids are responsive
to the micro-environment they serve as well
as utilize available funding and other corridor
improvements. This scheme recognizes that there
are many existing pedestrian, bicycle, and motor
vehicle networks that need to be united and
expanded across the chasm that is Interstate 5.
Elements such as water and landscape features,
both on the lid and in the existing urban fabric,
are part of the design interventions.
Enhancing personal safety is a metric against
which all attributes are measured and is provided
by fostering active open spaces, daytime
employment, and a range of residential choices.
A special ‘Fireworks Park’ is just off Denny, to
provide the city’s best viewing spot for our
annual 4th of July celebration.

D
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PROGRAM + USES
Accessible green/eco roofs
Water fountains and public
restrooms
Bike connections and
public art throughout

A
B
C
D

P-patch + community
gardens
Low and high-rise
buildings
Interspersed outdoor
exercise
Housing
Connections via Eastlake
to Lake Union
Viewing area for Lake
Union fireworks
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PROGRAM + USES
Mixed use + affordable housing
Interconnected public space + water
features for way finding
Public views of downtown, fireworks,
and mountains
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A
B

Accessible roof tops [for viewing]

C
D

Use art to activate and connect

Identify existing pedestrian corridors
and connect them

Increase safety with activated spaces

PROGRAM + USES
Better connect + enhance Freeway Park

A
B
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Freeway Park improvements to include:
- Better sight lines
- Increased lawn and open space
- Increased safety
Develop parking lot adjacent to Town
Hall

A
B
C
D
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GROUP 5
Keith Walzak
Melissa Alexander
Claire Showalter
Wyatt O’Day
Daren Crabill
April Soetarman
Amy Taylor

A

E

B

F

C

G

PART OF A LARGER WHOLE
The lid is part of other major city
improvements such as the Central Waterfront.
These projects need to work in unison and
be responsive to the opportunities each
presents in creating a connected public
realm. Conceptually, the lid can be viewed
as a series of three tectonic plates: a finegrained, neighborhood zone; a mid-scale,
civic zone; and a large scale redevelopment
zone with large towers which include a range
of housing options. Street intersections are
the most important locations on the lid and
have the highest levels of development as
well as being key way finding elements. The
plan recognizes that open spaces without
stewardship are a liability to cities; therefore,
open spaces are bordered by buildings with
active uses and clear sight lines.
Incorporating buildings into the varying
grade provides venues for unique offerings,
including pop-up shops and food trucks.
Georgetown (Seattle) provides a precedent
for the type of incidental, casual urban
spaces imagined. A school is one of the
anchor civic buildings.

D

H
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PROGRAM + USES
Street trees along John +
Denny Streets
Mid-scale, granular
development set in open
space

A
B
C
D
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Gateway at Denny and
Melrose
Sub-district north of Denny

PROGRAM + USES
Small shops
Street trees along Olive
Gateway at Olive + Boren
Sub-district between Pike + Denny

A
B

Prominent circulation connecting
gateways

C
D

A
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Street trees along Seneca Street
Sub-district between Pike and Seneca
Park space south of Pike; limited
building
Complete Terry Avenue Green Street

A
B
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Large buildings south of Seneca Street

A
B
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Oblique connections between Olive
and Stewart Streets
Strong connection above covered
interstate corridor

E
F
G
H
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PROGRAM + USES
Strong edges at the intersection of
Boren and Olive

E
F
G
H
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PROGRAM + USES
Reconnect Union Street
Strengthen existing street connections
over Freeway Park

E
F
G
H
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PROGRAM + USES
Major node at Freeway Park and
Seneca Street
Better connection of Freeway Park to
adjacent environs

E
F
G
H
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GROUP 6
Donn Blakeney
Connie Combs
Jacob Huebsch
John Acosta
Jeff Hammerquist
Jan Gardner

MOVING THROUGH SPACE

A

E

B

F

The experience of moving through
space and connecting with nature as
well as providing continuous views to
both near and distant landscapes aids
in the transition from the larger scale
elements along Interstate 5 to those that
are more intimate. Active edges define
public spaces making them safe as well
as eliminating dead zones. There are
both formal circulation elements such
as a grand stair connecting Denny and
Olive as well as more meandering paths.
Boren Avenue is a major transit corridor,
providing an important north-south link
between First Hill/Capitol Hill and South
Lake Union/ Denny Triangle.

C

Likewise, Minor connects over I -5 and is
a major bicycle and pedestrian corridor.
These new or improved circulation spaces
interconnect the central congregation
space adjacent to the Paramount Theatre,
which orders the smaller public spaces
on the lid. Enhanced assets such as the
Melrose Promenade and Freeway Park, as
well as the expanded dog run at Plymouth
Pillars Park provide much needed public
venues, as does the climbing wall on the
existing WSCC.

D

Building development will include both
market rate and affordable housing and
is sited so as to best support the new
circulation paths, the central congregation
space, and the enhanced existing open
spaces.
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PROGRAM + USES
Linear park between
Melrose and Eastlake
Full-block school south of
Denny Way with multiple
access points

A
B
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Expanded existing dog run
Elevated and level open spaces
Full-block, civic amphitheater adjacent
to the Paramount Theatre

A
B
C
D

A
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Green roof park on existing
Washington State Convention Center
Active urban edges
Climbing wall

A
B
C
D
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A
B
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
School [between Denny and Olive Way
over passes]
Promenade north of Denny

E
F
G
H
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PROGRAM + USES
Performing arts building next to
Paramount Theatre
Residential building at Pike and Melrose
Ping Pong Coffee
Mix of retail

E
F
G
H
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Performance space and civic knoll for
gathering
Dog run
Transit connections

GROUP 7
Brock Howell
Paul Wirsing
Jonathan Winslow
Chun Kwan
Bruce Englehardt
Kosei Imamura

A

PIKE|PINE ANCHOR

B

The Pike Pine corridor is the anchor for this
approach. By using this established and vital
path a safe environment is possible as well as a
strong view corridor that connects downtown
to Capitol Hill. A flexible, programmable
amphitheater space bridges between Pike
and Pine, just east of the Paramount Theatre.
The amphitheater will be open at all times
and its size and shape are moldable to host a
wide variety of activities. Programmable water
features and food trucks will provide draws
along the amphitheater’s perimeter, both when
it is and is not in use.

C

Along Pike and Pine there is housing that
provides for residents of all income and ability
levels. Where dictated by steep grades and
the preservation of views, housing will be three
sided (with the fourth buried into the grade),
providing a terraced landscape and energyefficient design. The existing Plymouth Pillars
Dog Run will be enhanced by surrounding it
with a playground. The playground serves both
the new school and residential development.

D
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PROGRAM + USES
Continuous, multi-use trail
View points
New housing and retail

A
B
C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Improved pedestrain crossing at Olive
and Melrose
Mixed use with vertical school
Athletic fields
Market rate and affodable housing

A
B

Ampitheatre facing the WSCC
Expansion

C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Housing
Improved Pike Street at the existing
WSCC

A
B
C
D
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GROUP 8
Will Crothers
Mary Joe Byrne
Kirsty Burt
Yes Segura
Daniel Hodun

A

CAL ANDERSON PARK AS PRECEDENT
A continuous, north-south green space
covers Intestate 5 and dominates the lid. A
meandering trail for pedestrians and cyclistS
interconnects the green space east-west and
north-south.

B

Cal Anderson Park is the precedent for the
ranges of uses in the green space and includes
water features, play fields, and casual seating.
Affordable housing and new streets are
interspersed throughout, and provide safety
and stewardship.

C
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PROGRAM + USES
Parks
Affodable housing
Accessibility and connectivity
and an improved pedestrian
experience

A
B
C
D
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Preserve and enhance view
Gender inclusive spaces
Safe

PROGRAM + USES
Community center
P-patches and urban gardening
Tennis courts
Soccer fields

A
B

Expanded dog park

C
D
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PROGRAM + USES
Amphitheater adjacent to Paramount
Theatre
Urban open space with rain-shine turf

A
B
C
D
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WRITTEN COMMENTS
Boards were posted allowing all
particpants to provide written
comments. The following pages
transcribe their responses.
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What are your favorite parks and public spaces in Seattle and other cities?
What do you like about them?
• Magnuson off-leash area for its linear design: promotes flow of traffic, dog
owners keep moving which decreases chance of owner inattention and doggy
squabbles, and increases public safety and good dog behaviors
• Louisa Boren Park – not busy, great view
• Greenlake – bustling, natural “activity”, walking around it, pleasant
• The Highline (NY) – natural walking activity with commerce and things to read
• Ballard Locks – natural activity/activation. Good passive space to sit and read
• Vancouver, B.C. seawall – views, large path network for feet and wheels, parks
for kids of all ages to play
• Counterbalance Park – enjoyed in many different ways, good urban park
• The new programmed Occidental Square and Westlake Park
• Lake Washington Boulevard, walk, run, or bike where you can take a loop or
go somewhere and just sit
• Seawall at Myrtle Edwards Park
• Maple Leaf Park
• Greenlake trail and surrounding parks
• Portland’s Jamison Square
• Discovery Park
• Boston’s Post Office Park
• New York City’s Bryant Park
• Portland’s North and South Park blocks (linear)
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• New York City’s Central Park – imagine Manhattan without Central Park but
instead with a freeway through it. One of, if not the, best urban parks in the
world. Respite from the city. I like how the City buildings go higher up to the
edge
• San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park – you can get lost in it! Trails, gardens,
nooks, statues, museums. Great park, but it would be better if closer to
Downtown. Seattle has that opportunity

If lids were built tomorrow, what kind of land uses, parks, buildings, or civic
amenities would you want on them?
• Urban agriculture plots
• Whole systems – multimodal transportation and passive open space,
children’s areas, adventure play areas, trees, edible plantings, active space
• Active, well-designed open space
• Flagship recreation center
• Multi-use open green space for sports, picnics, sitting, etc.
• Take advantage of larger site over freeway for huge facility. Ice rink? Gym?
Athletic fields?
• Affordable housing
• School as a central community gathering space
• Connecting paths to and from Downtown
• Coffee/bar kiosks like in European parks
• Comfy lawn chairs to move and watch the sunset
• Small amphitheater? Spill-out events from Paramount
• Downhill water features all the way to the waterfront?
• Elementary school

• Philadelphia’s Rittenhouse Square; used at all hours, great as both a
destination and a pass-through; and regularly cleaned

• Open-air theatre

• Amager Strand

• Mixed use housing, especially affordable with ground-floor retail

• Green space
• Mixed use
• Net zero energy and water
• Trees, native fir trees – great parks make great cities. Look at Vancouver, New York, Paris,
London, San Francisco. Parks, great parks, Downtown Parks, are the difference between
great cities and ok ones
• Make the feel of Pike and Pine extend over and across the freeway; seamless connection of
urban fabric

If lids were primarily used for parks and open space, what kind of features would you want
for you and your family?
• Linear off-leash area and a circular track for the growing dog-owning population, needs to
be large enough for people to use it

• Boston Big Dig contained too much park space, needs to be flexible,
programmed, and have a purpose
• Workout zones with free equipment

What is successful about Freeway Park and what needs to be improved?
• Never been there – looks nice from the outside
• The art
• Visibility around corners needs to be improved
• Funneling of more foot traffic through the park
• More nighttime uses like music venue, bar, restaurants
• Still too noisy – expand it and connect to it

• Active performance space

• Better connectivity through park like at Union Street

• Waterfalls

• Visibility, entry, food and beverage

• Dog park

• Creates an urban oasis

• Green stormwater infrastructure

• This is my daily commute – the park is constantly and well maintained.
Parks service presence is much appreciated

• Food/beverage/café seating
• Off-leash area without the ugly fence
• Farmers market
• Public swimming pool
• Pathways with seating along the edges and lots of lighting
• Activated/programmed space
• P-Patch

• Has too many dark corners
• Improve the feeling of creepiness due to limited sightlines and lack of
normal people hanging out
• Leave it alone, just allow food/beverage cars in and police. Bring in
tables and chairs
• Lighting
• Feels dodgy at night

• Running/biking trail on a north-south axis (like a Burke Gilman)
• Native fir trees, meadows, pockets, trails
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• It caps I-5! Also it is like a labyrinth where you can get lost in with lots of steps
and pockets and elevation variety. It has existing infrastructure like fountains
that can be utilized again at some point (turned on) or expanded/renovated.
Freeway Park could be nicer. It just looks and feels a little antiquated/outdated.
Redesign and relandscape it! Less grass and more trees. Keep the fountains,
just turn them on. Put more shops and businesses around it to attract visitors.
Less concrete

• Clean up litter

Where along Interstate 5 would you prioritize lidding first?

• Repaving the streets – too many potholes!

• Extension of Plymouth Pillars Park off-leash area

• Freeway noise mitigation

• Pike Street to Olive Way

• Protected bike lanes

• Between Pine and Olive

• Fix the Convention Center façade on Pike Street – it’s awful

• Jackson to Roanoke (for starters)

• Stitch city back together with buildings – continuous urban fabric
• Better/wider sidewalks for outdoor cafes

• Better sidewalks and trees on Pike, Pine, and Melrose
• Modifications to freeway ramps to be more urban and pedestrian friendly
• Human scale

• Olive to Pike
• Affordable housing
• Denny to Pike
• Make all roofs on buildings green
• Pike to Pike and the off-lease triangle, also near Yesler Terrace
• More housing of all types and incomes
• First – thicken street edges to improve pedestrian and cyclist experience and
connectivity

• More pedestrian connections across the freeway, including addition missing
sidewalks

• Denny by REI to Freeway Park, and Denny towards Lakeview and beyond
• Lid 45th Street for greater access to the U District light rail station
• Pine to Pike, Pike to Olive Way, Olive Way to Denny Way
• Anything immediately bordering Downtown Seattle and Capitol Hill/First Hill
• Between Pike and Pine now as part of the WSCC expansion

What other improvements to streets, parks and plazas, and buildings are
needed in the vicinity of Interstate 5?

• New development including parks. Existing parks could use renovation and
expansion
• Existing buildings are in a dead zone created by I-5 with the noise, they need
bottom floor retail

What words would you use to describe Interstate 5 today and how it affects
your perception of Seattle?
• Congestion – too much like Los Angeles
• An unfortunate scar

• Low income housing, more painted crosswalks, and streateries
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• Pedestrian/multi-modal ties to site from surrounding neighborhoods

• I-5 creates a division between the two sides of the city, leaving a sense of
separation while navigating

• More activation for Melrose Promenade

• An overpass that provides shelter for those without homes

• Loud, unpleasant, discourages walking

• Elementary school, dog park, waterfall, gondolas

• A barrier

• The concept of a lid from Freeway Park north to 45th Street and south towards
Yesler

• Not so bad really, just a waste of space

• Peaceful

• Bad planning

• An opportunity

• Toxic car-centric

• Opportunity for siting larger public buildings Downtown – only place left for larger
footprint buildings

• Disconnecting communities
• Cuts the city off from its own Downtown and waterfront
• A major polluter of our Downtown core area
• Divider and traffic sewer
• Noise/smell, disconnection
• It’s a deadzone in the heart of Seattle. Anything immediately bordering it is
rendered practically unusable due to the noise and pollution caused by it. The
housing is in a health hazard zone. Businesses in deadzones that you don’t want
to go into because it looks scary, unappealing, dirty, noise, blocked off and
inaccessible. Huge waste of space!

What words describe your visions for what Interstate 5 and future lids could be
in the future?

• Flagship recreation center, school, arena
• Lid, public space for public health
• Net zero energy and water
• People, bikes, community, connections
• Re-green Seattle. I imagine it like a Stanley Park in Vancouver! With native forest and
trials with meadows and views and cultural facilities
• Just a park is all that’s needed on the lid. There will be tons of ideas and tons of
input sometimes is simple is better. Stuff, like building and schools and things can be
built in the city blocks. Parks and green space in the city is hard to come by yet the
simplest of ideas

• Like Freeway Park with gardens and sky light
• Neighborhood place!
• A green connection between Capitol Hill and Downtown
• Seamless connection between Capitol Hil and Downtown – buildings housing
housing people with ground floor retail
• A place where of all abilities, ages, and income brackets can interact together,
play, and enjoy nature
• Programmed “public space” that is active – no dead, undefined open space
• Park and green connector – walk, rest, and views
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www.lidi5.org

